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• different variants for all possibilities are available 
• performance is extremely good and better than  
  their technical specifications
• system can mix SCR with regular receivers
• very fast switching allows fast channel zapping
• LEGACY models can be used with regular non-SCR 
  receivers

Cascadable SCR 
Multiswitches 

of SPAUN

Part 2

TEST REPORT    SCR Multiswitch 
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TEST REPORT    SCR Multiswitch 

In part 1 of this article 
(see TELE-audiovision 09-
10/2013), we presented two 
SPAUN single cable router 
(SCR) multiswitches: the 
SUS 5581/33 NF LEGACY 
and the SUS 5581 F. This 
time we take a closer look 
at yet another SPAUN SUS 
models, namely models 
that vary in number of in-
puts/outputs as well as in 
the number of receivers 
one can connect to them. 
The models are called: SUS 
5581 NFA, SUS 5581/33 
NFA LEGACY, SUS 4441 F, 
SUS 4481 F, SUS 5541 F and 
SUS 5541 NFA.

But let us first stop for a 
while to explain what the 
numbers and letters in a 
model designator stand 
for. The first two digits tell 
you the number of inputs 
and trunk outputs. So, “44” 
mean four satellite inputs 
(from a Quattro LNB) and 
four trunk outputs: Vertical 
Low, Vertical High, Horizon-
tal Low and Horizontal High. 
If a multiswitch symbol con-
tains “55”, this means that 
you have an additional input 
and trunk output for a ter-
restrial signal, in most cas-
es, taken from an outdoor 
TV antenna.

The second pair of digits in 
a model number designate 
the number of single cable 
outputs and the number of 
receivers you can connect 
to them. “41” means: one 
output line to which you can 
connect up to four receiv-
ers. “81” is used when there 

is one line to which 8 receiv-
ers can be connected. And if 
you read “81/33”, it means 
that a multiswitch can be 
used either in a mode with 
one output line and eight 
receivers or in a mode with 
three output lines for up to 
3 receiver on every line. The 
desired mode is then se-
lected with a rotary switch 
mounted on the top cover of 
a multiswitch.

The letters “NFA” mean 
that an SCR multiswitch 
has embedded amplifiers 
at every satellite input. Be 
careful not to overdrive 
such models. If you direct-
ly connect a contemporary 
Quattro LNB to such multi-
switch with short coax ca-
bles there is a great chance 
that you will exceed the 80 
dBμV limit for NFA devices. 
This holds true for strong 
transponders like ASTRA or 
HOTBIRD in Europe. In such 
a case, signal quality on all 
outputs will decrease sig-
nificantly. NFA models are 
to be used as the third or 
even fourth multiswitch in 
a cascade where the signal 
is attenuated by passing the 
previous devices. 

The term “LEGACY” is 
used for the devices having 
3 outputs and two modes of 
operation: 8x1 or 3x3. Such 
devices, when switched 
to 8x1 mode, will gener-
ate classical (legacy) mul-
tiswitch signals at the two 
outputs not used in single 
cable mode. In this way, 
those outputs are not dor-

SUS 5581 NFA, SUS 5581/33 NFA LEGACY, 
SUS 4441 F, SUS 4481 F, SUS 5541 F 

and SUS 5541 NFA
Best products for creating a reliable SCR 

distribution system
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mant and can supply signals to two ad-
ditional receivers that are configured 
for typical universal LNB.

As always with SPAUN products, 
workmanship left nothing to be de-
sired. Everything was perfectly fin-
ished off and the descriptions on the 
top cover precisely explained every 
input or output function. Also the car-
rier frequencies were printed on the 
top covers of the devices, so there 
was no need to refer to the installation 
guides (called Technical Advice) that 
came with each product. The guides 
provided all the required information, 
specification of technical parameters 
and application suggestions. Some 
of the models require external power 
supply. A plug type power supply unit 
is included in the set of some models. 
Those power supply units have vari-
ous plug adapters and are suitable for 
a wide range of input voltages so you 
can use them practically anywhere in 
the world.

Additionally, some models from 
SPAUN had 75 ohm terminators in-
cluded - to be used at the trunk out-
puts if they were not connected to the 
next multiswitch in the particular sig-

In TELE-audiovision 09-10/2013 we presented two SPAUN SCR 
multiswitches: SUS 5581/33 NF LEGACY & SUS 5581 F
www.tele-audiovision.com/TELE-audiovision-1309/eng/spaun.pdf

nal distribution system. Do not forget 
to use such terminators if you want to 
achieve the best possible signal qual-
ity.

This time our test setup consisted of 
an 85 cm offset dish aimed at HOT-

BIRD on 13° East and a Quattro LNB. 
When measuring NFA devices, we ad-
ditionally used a 10 dB attenuator to 
keep the input below the 80 dBμV limit.

Signal spectrum on single cable 
outputs was in every case extremely 
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clean – there were hardly 
any spurious (unwanted) 
signals between the SCR 
carriers. C/R ratio was in 
excess of 35 dB! You do not 
have such comfortable con-
ditions when dealing with a 
regular satellite signal. 

We checked the strength 
of output signals (Channel 
Power) of all the products. 
In every case, the channel 
power of single cable out-
puts was regulated to the 
value specified by SPAUN. 
The conclusion: no matter 
for which carrier your re-
ceiver is configured it will be 

supplied with equally strong 
signal. Depending on the 
model, the trunk outputs ei-
ther simply repeat the input 
with a small loss, amplify it 
or amplify it and regulate it 
to a fixed value. See how it 
looks on our graphs (Graph 
1, 2, 3). 

Please note that we pro-
vide you with only a selec-
tion of graphs we created 
for every model. Otherwise, 
this report would be very 
lengthy and not suitable for 
a magazine. But you can 
believe us — the models 
not documented in this test 

report had very similar per-
formance.

And what about quality of 
the output signal? Is it de-
graded significantly or only 
marginally? The next graphs 
(Graph 4, 5, 6) reveal the 
truth: they are showing 
the modulation error ratio 
(MER) of the output signal 
and the input signal in one 
graph. MER is only slightly 
worse at the output. 

Additionally, we observed 
a regularity – for the carri-
ers of higher frequency MER 
is slightly worse than that 
for the carriers of lower fre-

quency. However, the differ-
ence is so small that it is not 
recognizable by the receiv-
ers of the end users.

 We also tested the per-
formance for terrestrial sig-
nal (of course for the mod-
els supporting this signal) 
and can confirm that signal 
loss is below the specified 
value (4 dB).

Finally, we connected a 
real receiver to various mul-
tiswitches and found out 
that channel zapping is re-
ally fast for single cable sig-
nal. It is important because 
in such configuration this is 

Graph 4.

Graph 5.

Graph 6.

Graph 1.

Graph 2.

Graph 3.

not your receiver that must 
re-tune its satellite tuner 
but the SCR multiswitch 
must re-tune its input stag-
es to various transponders. 
You do not have to fear that 
SPAUN multiswitches will 



DATA
TECHNICAL

Manufacturer SPAUN electronic GmbH & Co. KG, Germany

Web www.spaun.com

E-mail contact@spaun.com

Phone / Fax +49-7731-8673-0 / +49-7731-8673-17

Model SUS 5581/33 NFA LEGACY SUS 5581 NFA SUS 4441 F SUS 4481 F SUS 5541 F SUS 5541 NFA

Inputs SAT/TERR 4/1/ 4/1 4 4 4/1 4/1

Through loss 5...862 MHz < 4 dB < 4 dB - - < 4 dB < 4 dB

Through loss 950...2200 MHz 12 … 14 dB - -1 ... 2 dB -1 ... 2 dB -1 ... 2 dB -

Through gain 950...2200 MHz - 12 … 14 dB - - - 12 … 14 dB

Tap Loss 5...862 MHz 13 … 15 dB 4 … 6 dB - - 4 … 6 dB 4 … 6 dB

SAT Input Level	 50	…	80	dBμV	 50	…	80	dBμV	 65	…	95	dBμV	 65	…	95	dBμV	 65	…	95	dBμV	 65	…	95	dBμV

SAT Output Level (Legacy Mode)	 73	dBμV	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A	 N/A

Output Level 950...2200 MHz	 1x8:	95	dBμV	 95	dBμV	 95	dBμV	 95	dBμV	 95	dBμV	 95	dBμV
	 3x3:	82	dBμV	

SCR carriers [MHz] 974 974 1210 974 974 974
 1076 1076 1420 1076 1076 1076
 1178 1178 1680 1178 1178 1178
 1280 1280 2040 1280 1280 1280
 1382 1382  1382
 1484 1484  1484
 1586 1586  1586
 1688 1688  1688
 1790 (only in 3x3 setup) 

Power consumption < 7 W < 7W - - - < 7W

OPINION
ExPERT

+

–

RECOMMENDED
PRODUCT BY   

Jacek Pawlowski
Test Center

Poland

SPAUN SUS 5581 NFA, SUS 5581/33 
NFA LEGACY, SUS 4441 F, SUS 4481 F, 
SUS 5541 F & SUS 5541 NFA
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Numerous models make it easy to optimize your distribution 
system

Very solid performance matching the specification
Very good noise performance
Superb workmanship

None

introduce some extra delay 
and spoil the joy of channel 
zapping. No way, they are 
exremely fast.

To sum it up: the actual 
performance of SPAUN SCR 
multiswitches really match-
es the technical specifica-
tion. Output signal is very 
clean, strong, and its mod-
ulation error ratio is only 
slightly worse than at the 
outputs of the system input 
– a Quattro LNB. 

There are numerous mod-
els in the SPAUN product 
portfolio: with and with-
out amplification, suitable 

for four, eight, nine (3x3) 
or even ten receivers (8x1 
+ 2x LEGACY) so you can 
get a solution for practically 
any application. If you need 
to connect more receivers 
than a single device can 
handle, you can use SCR 
multiswitch trunk outputs 
which repeat the LNB sig-
nals and connect another 
multiswitch. Moreover, you 
can easily use a combina-
tion of classical and SCR 
multiswitches if some re-
ceivers in your distribution 
system do not handle single 
cable signal.


